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Juniper SRX SeriesO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Security is one of the fastest moving segments within the realm of technology. Whereas
	
		most technology is created to offer new services or products, security is created to prevent
	
		the abuse of these new products and or services. In today’s world, where we are
	
		always connected in ways that have never been...
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Principles of California Real Estate - 19th edRockwell Publishing, 2021

	Principles of California Real Estate gives you a complete overview of the theoretical and practical aspects of California real estate transactions. It serves as the basis for the real estate principles course required by the California Department of Real Estate. Principles of California Real Estate is also the perfect study aid for...
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Myths About Doing Business in ChinaPalgrave Macmillan, 2005
China has always been a land of myth, mystery and exaggeration for the West.

Marco Polo came back to thirteenth-century Venice with tales of cities of a million people (unheard of in those days), unimaginable wealth, exotic food and strange customs. Eighteenth-century adventurers bought tales of rulers enlightened by the wise words of...
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Introduction to Private Land Mobile Radio (LMR): Dispatch, LTR, APCO, MPT1327, iDEN, and TETRAAlthos Publishing, 2004
This book explains the different types of private land mobile radio systems, their basic operations, and the services they can provide.

If you are involved or getting involved in land mobile radio technologies and services, this book is for you. This book covers the basics of private land mobile radio systems including traditional...
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Victorian and Edwardian SomersetAmberley Publishing, 2008

	Somerset, one of England's most rural counties, has for centuries depended on agriculture for much of its income. At the time these photographs were taken much of the county was suffering a downturn in agricultural output. A series of disastrous harvests in the 1880s and the loss of the corn laws. The poverty and hardship on the land...
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The Heartland: An American HistoryPenguin Press, 2019

	A history of a quintessentially American place--the rural and small town heartland--that uncovers deep yet hidden currents of connection with the world.

	

	When Kristin L. Hoganson arrived in Champaign, Illinois, after teaching at Harvard, studying at Yale, and living in the D.C. metro area with various stints overseas,...
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Mastering AutoCAD Civil 3D 2008Sybex, 2007
Design Your Way from Field to Finish with This Expert Guide to Civil 3D
   Understand concepts, create perfect designs, and manage every stage of the project with this thorough guide to Autodesk's powerful civil engineering software. Authored by experts with close ties to Autodesk and the Civil 3D community, this book features...
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Wonder World Under WaterNational Book Trust, 2004
Nearly three-quarters of our earth is covered by water. Yet we, living on land, usually know more about land creatures than our aquatic denizens. We have many kinds of watery environments, from the fast, clear, cold streams of the Himalaya to the placid rivers of the plains, and natural as well as man-made lakes and ponds. Moreover, we have a long...
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Long-term Perspective in Coastal Zone Development: Multifunctional Coastal Protection ZonesSpringer, 2009
The southern coast of the North Sea is mainly protected by a single line of defence against flooding. The traditional means for heightening and strengthening the existing coastal barriers are limited due to the increased enormous resource costs, i.e. building materials, funding and space. On the other hand, further interests and needs such as...
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Critical Indigenous Rights Studies (Routledge Research in Human Rights Law)Routledge, 2018

	
		The field of ‘critical indigenous rights studies’ is a complex one that benefits from an interdisciplinary perspective and a realist (as opposed to an idealised) approach to indigenous peoples. This book draws on sociology of law, anthropology, political sciences and legal sciences in order to address emerging issues in...
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Building Research Tools with Google For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Use Google APIs to turbo-charge your research

See how Google works, build more effective queries, and improve your results

Sure, you've used Google, but have you really explored all that Google can do? This friendly guide leads you deep into Google-land, where you'll meet your perfect research partner.  Find out how to ask...
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Beginning Dreamweaver MXWrox Press, 2003
Dreamweaver is used by 1.7 million developers and is the world’s most popular web development tool. With this book you’ll learn how to use the latest version – Dreamweaver MX – to create professional websites that you’ll be proud to publish.
Our fast-paced tutorials walk you through building three complete...
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